
BFO Project Response to September 2014 Panel
Review

Introduction
The BFO review panel met on 11-Sep-2014, and a subsequent meeting was held with the external
reviewer from JAC (C Walther) who was unable to attend in person. The panel reported on 22-Sep-2014
and made a number of recommendations and suggestions.

While the scope of the project was confirmed as appropriate, some key points of concern were raised.
This document first responds to and clarifies the panel’s most significant comments, and proposes an
alternative project plan which addresses three critical issues: timescale, resource vulnerability in the
south and staff focus. That alternative plan focuses effort on completing BFO at Gemini North in 2015,
deferring the bulk of the work at Gemini South into 2016. Since the majority of the financial saving
arises from the north, this both minimizes the risk to the project as a whole and still delivers the bulk of
the financial benefits by the end of the transition period.

Detailed responses to the Panel report

Introductory Section
1. Project drivers: The panel noted that its work was hampered by lack of clarity on the drivers. The

Charter was altered in July 2014 to remove the requirement on the project to be anything other
than a technical project aimed at bringing the observing team down to the base facility; other
aspects (Operational model etc.) would be handled by a separate working group convened by the
Director in late 2014.

2. Acceptance criteria and WP detail: the panel noted that acceptance criteria were not presented; in
part this hampered their deliberations. While not all Workpackages are yet completely defined,
there is significant detail on each in the current plan and each work package will develop upon that,
guided by "do the minimum". Each workpackage will have its own acceptance criteria. The detail is
available and we will make the locations known.

3. Timeframe: The panel considers the timeframe (too?) challenging. Below, we therefore propose an
alternative in which one site (north) is developed to completion first.

Project Plan Section
1. Drivers: The panel requested that the drivers be more clearly stated. We will clarify the top level

goals in the Charter, and will include the financial saving which is behind most of the project (but not
the entire driver).



2. End date: The Panel correctly noted that the end dates in the Charter and project plan were
inconsistent. This reflected recent changes in the plan which had not been reflected in the charter;
however the Charter should only quote an ideal and a tolerance and we will make a change to that
effect once any decision over project plans is taken.

3. Efficiency: It was pointed out that the Charter refers to no decrease in science efficiency while the
requirements referred to a possible 1% increase in technical downtime. These two are not
necessarily inconsistent (as better use of travel/acclimatization time can be argued to be an
improvement in science efficiency, for example). The project accepts the 1% BFO-related fault rate
requirement.

4. FTE budget: The panel states that the resource plan does not assume resource allocation issues; this
is not the case - there is a risk register item (a high risk) which identifies access to the resources as a
key risk. On the question of a budget limit for FTEs, it is true that the Charter did not specify one.
However, part of the reason for the panel discussion was to consider whether the FTEs anticipated
were appropriate. Quantitatively, the answer appears to be “yes” (18 FTE for one CFHT,
22+management for two Geminis).

5. Acceptance criteria: The panel noted that acceptance criteria were not provided in the
documentation. We note that “gradual descent”, which the report endorses as having succeeded at
CFHT, should minimise the need for a set of final acceptance criteria; the great majority of
acceptance criteria will be attached to individual workpackages, and are driven by workpackage-
specific top-level requirements (which the Panel did not have available).

6. Assurance representative: a Quality Assurance officer has been appointed.
7. Schedule breakdown: The panel noted that the schedule should be broken down in more detail.

This breakdown exists but was thought to be a level of detail too high for the panel to usefully make
use of. The detailed project schedule is available1, and a quarterly update on the schedule (for
Heads of Operations) will be put in place.

8. South deployment: It was noted that deployment in the south is vulnerable. We agree, and
understand the various other activities and recent instrumentation that makes this the case.
Combining with the timescale concerns informs the alternative proposed later in this document.

9. Resource Focusing: CFHT experience shows that to focus resources on the work is more effective
than attempting it in a matrixed fashion. The project agrees and how this may be addressed is
shown in the alternative plan given below. The panel also noted that the project should find a way
to involve all required staff in decision making processes while not waiting for all required people to
be available e.g. for design reviews. We are identifying ways to do this. For example document
reviewers will be asked to send comments in advance of review meetings if not possible to attend.

10. Buy in: the panel identified “buy in” as critical; the project has indeed experienced some lack of this
and agrees that it needs to become the immovable force referred to, backed by the Directorate,
Board, Heads etc.

1 http://dmt.gemini.edu/docushare/dsweb/Services/Document-386239



Technical Remarks Section
The final part of the review panel’s report consisted of mainly technical recommendations, not obviously
requiring responses or actions. Here we attempted to identify the key ones and respond as we hope is
appropriate.

1. Network-enabled power switches: project is well aligned with this; all in the plan already.
2. Summit tours: will be considered by the separate operational model working group
3. Exit Status screen (at CFHT): under consideration, as part of the Telescope Systems Remote Switch

WP.
4. Remote use of critical systems while in Summit mode: we assume that the panel is agreeing with

the documentation which stated that we do not allow critical systems to be enabled remotely when
in summit mode. Other procedures, castell keys, lockout etc. provide for safe remote operation of
systems even when the summit is staffed, and it is not BFO’s responsibility to impose a change in
this.

5. PLC control: Generally Base Facility Operations is aligned with the comments on PLC control etc.;
this will feature in an upcoming consideration of design alternatives for the FPS.

6. Fan shut-off in case of a fire alarm: We still have the confusion and will work to rectify it.
7. Remote light control: now included in the Telescope Systems Remote Switch WP.

Project  Alternative (“Plan B”)
The panel’s main concerns were over (i) timescale (ii) resource allocation and (iii) vulnerability of the
implementation in the south. Although the first of these is driven by the transition timescale, we have to
agree that attempting to get both telescopes working remotely by the end of the transition increases
the risk of failure at two sites, even though the project is now focusing on doing the “bare minimum”.
Therefore, we propose an alternative which realises the north implementation first (before the end of
2015) and then implements in the south within 2016. By that stage, Gemini south will be past the major
instrument work which is currently a significant complication and resource drain for that site. Hereafter,
this alternative will be referred to as “Plan B”.

Plan B reduces the required FTEs by 9, even though the duration needed to do the work does not
change for GN, in the case of GS we do anticipate a shorter implementation. By executing Plan B, we
provide the majority of the savings expected by the end of the transition, and greatly increase the
probability of success. This measure addresses a number of the concerns the review Panel raised in their
report. Additionally, there are other benefits, listed in more detail below.

Schedule for Plan B
For clarity, BFO Plan B (below) only shows GN-related work. If the proposed plan is approved GS
implementation will be added, starting by the end of Q4 2015. Staff observers are working from the
base by November 2015, the start of a few-month stabilization period.





FTE requirements of Plan B

Name Total FTEs
Admin 0.08
Contractors 0.30
Electrician 0.30
Electronic engineers 1.72
Electronic technicians 0.57
GN Coordination 1.47
GS Coordination 0.00
HR 0.01
Head of Engineering 0.37
IS group representative 0.11
Management 2.36
Mechanical Engineers 1.43
Mechanical technicians 0.65
Optics Engineer 0.28
PLC programmers 0.80
SOS 1.58
SW engineers 3.64
Safety 0.02
Site Manager 0.04
Systems Eng 0.68
Total 16.41

Pros and cons of Plan B

Pros
1. Dedicating almost all effort to implementing on one site initially increases the chance of success

for both sites ultimately.
2. Focusing on one site rather than both sites at once enables the greater part of the financial

savings to be better guaranteed. The chosen first site is the one which realises the greatest
financial savings.

3. The size of the team needed to do the work is smaller. In the original plan the number of FTEs
needed to implement BFO at both sites was 25, with plan B where we only implement GN by the
end of 2015 the FTEs needed are 16.4



4. Plan B allows more dedicated resources than BFO has today, because of the initial focus on the
north where operations are more stable.

5. There is reduced potential conflict with respect to resources in high demand by Operations.
6. Coordinating activities on the summit will be easier.
7. The risk of making mistakes during implementation is smaller.
8. Plan B enables GS to use 2015 stabilizing their instruments and dealing with other aspects of the

transition. We would benefit from an early discussion of plans for GS engineering as it is not the
case that GS would be able to ignore BFO through 2015.

9. GS’s BFO will be easier to implement; unforeseen additions encountered in implementation of
the North will not require rethinking.

10. Including some GS staff in the team to work at GN will make the later GS process much faster.

Cons

1. It will to take about 27 months to have BFO implemented at both sites, so we are considerably
beyond the original deadline of December 2015 and the Observatory may need to consider
interim methods of realizing savings.

2. Five GS-based BFO team members would need to travel to Hawaii to work on BFO for extended
periods of time, affecting their personal lives. Other options could be considered, but this would
mean losing some of the expertise we have already gained.

3. Work visas will be needed for the above-mentioned employees.
4. Travel costs will increase (of the order of US 90,000.00), which is about 54% of the original

budget for travel for 2015. See Table below.
5. As at point 2 above, Plan B calls for a number of engineering staff to spend significant periods in

Hawaii. These staff will need to be integrated into the engineering department here. While we
don’t anticipate problems, this will be a non-negligible effort.

6. We will have to work with GN head of engineering and the crew to make them aware that there
are GN engineers and technicians that will have to travel to Chile to implement GS’s BFO.

7. Some effort will be required to ensure that GS users have the chance to influence the design of
the products.

8. We will have to redefine roles within BFO PM team members.
9. If more knowledge is needed within an area of expertise, it will be harder to get it, unless

operations frees the person up.

Prerequisites for success

1. Resources should be provided in the way they have been requested. In certain cases 100%
dedication, in others 50% dedication working one week off, one week on.

2. GS Science and Engineering operations staff would ramp up on BFO activities from the 3rd

quarter of 2015 on.
3. GN Science and Engineering operations staff will be required for BFO activities October 2014 on.



4. GS Science and Engineering operations staff will need to work on BFO activities during 2016 and
the last quarter of 2015.

5. An increase of about US 90,000.00 has to be contemplated in the budget to pay for travel.
6. After the changes BFO priority should be confirmed once more observatory wide.
7. It should be formalized and confirmed that GS’s BFO implementation will start in the first

quarter of 2016.
8. BFO should retain the ability to access high demand resources if they are needed for short

periods of time to act as consultants or reviewers.

Additional travel requirement in Plan B

Role # of trips Cost per trip Total

Electronic Engineer 2 $15,000.00 $30,000.00

WP manager 4 $6,000.00 $24,000.00

SW senior supplier 3 $6,000.00 $18,000.00

Contingency 3 $6,000.00 $18,000.00

Grand Total $90,000.00

Employees to be assigned to BFO

The following table outlines ways in which the project might, in Plan B, adapt to the Panel
recommendation to focus resources in dedicated staff where possible. Note that one more efficient way
to accomplish a 50% allocation is one week on, one week off; models such as this will need to be
discussed.



Based Name Area of Expertise % of
assignment

Duration Reason Affected by Change?

GS Martin Cordova GS coordinator/Systems
Tech

70% 15 months Adding to Martin the role of WP
manager to use his skills in an area
where it is not easy to find resources.

Yes, frequent trips to HI,
depending on the WP
needs

GS Francisco Meza Electronic Engineer 100% 15 months Reassign Francisco to work at GN,
side by side with Neal Masuda

Yes, long stays at GN,
frequent trips

GS Fabian Collao, Mechanical
Engineer/Draftsman

100% 12 months Design and fabrication of parts May be, it depends on
the nature of the work

GS Andrew Serio Systems Engineer 80% 15 months BFO Systems Engineer Yes, 2 to 3 weeks stays at
GN, frequent trips

GS Hector Swett Electronic Engineer 50% 5 months To work with Stan on PLC
programming

May be, it depends on
the nature of the work

GS Ricardo Castro Software Engineer 100% 15 months Software development No

GS William
Rambold

Software
Architect/Systems
Engineer

50% 5 months Software design and Systems
Engineering Assistance

Yes, but not a lot, few
trips.

GS Paul Collins Electrician/PLC
programmer/WP
manager

50% 6 months To work on WPs Yes, long stays at GN, few
trips

GN Angelic Ebbers Software Engineer/GN
Coordinator

30% 15 months Continue being Site coordinator No

GN Neal Masuda Electronic Engineer 100% 12 months Become key player of BFO at GN Yes, reassignment

GN John Randrup Electronic
Tech/Electrician

100% 6 months Become key player of BFO at GN Yes, reassignment

GN Marcel Tognetti Mechanical
Engineer/WP Manager

100% 10 months Continue working on BFO No

GN Clayton Ahee or
Cooper
Nakayama

Mechanical
Tech/Machinist

50% 5 months Become key player of BFO at GN Yes, reassignment

GN Stan Karewicz Electronic Engineer/PLC
Programmer

100% 6 months Become key player of BFO at GN Yes, reassignment

GN Jeff Donahue Optics/Laser Tech/WP
Manager

50% 6 months Continue working on BFO No


